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• II - Internal Information

About Xcel Energy Services
• Eight states served via 3 companies

• Southwestern Public Service, Amarillo TX

• Public Service Company of Colorado, Denver CO

• Northern States Power, Minneapolis MN

• Customer Base

• Approximately 3.5 million electric and 

• 2.0 million natural gas customers

• Strong centralized PI System delivery with an enterprise focus

• Business customers who are committed to the journey
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• II - Internal Information

Challenges

Reliability  & Availability

• Small team, expected to monitor many instances of PI 
servers across the enterprise

• Monitor PI Servers with hardware already on hand

• 5+ Million Points of high-speed data (4-10 sec updates)

• Mission Critical Requirements

• Diagnose Missing Data Flow

• User Perception

• Numerous servers to monitor and maintain in multiple 
locations

• Resolution could take hours to identify and sort out

• Need to establish meaningful performance monitoring 
metrics that allows a small team to nimbly maintain large 
PI Systems
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Monitoring

PI Vision Monitoring Screens
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EnterprisePI Primary Archive Server Detail View
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EnterprisePI Archive Collective View
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• II - Internal Information

Increased PI System Availability and Reliability

Challenge

• Diagnosing and resolving issues 
with PI System Data Flow and 
System Resources was laborious 
and time consuming.

• System outages decreased user 
perception and perceived value of 
Xcel’s mission critical operation

• Deployed PI System Monitoring 
infrastructure, dashboards, and 
notifications to allow much much
more rapid resolution

• Solution is templatized to enable 
rapid deployment to other 
environments.

• Reduced outages by as much as 40 
to 50%.  Reduced outages from 
multiple large weekly problems to 
close to a single problem per 
month.  

Solution Benefits

Power Generation
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“If you know the enemy and know yourself, you need 
not fear the result of a hundred battles. If you know 
yourself but not the enemy, for every victory gained 
you will also suffer a defeat. If you know neither the 

enemy nor yourself, you will succumb in every battle.” 
― Sun Tzu, The Art of War
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This presentation may include predictions, estimates, intentions, beliefs and other statements that 
are or may be construed as being forward-looking. While these forward-looking statements 
represent our current judgment on what the future holds, they are subject to risks and uncertainties 
that could result in actual outcomes differing materially from those projected in these statements. 
No statement contained herein constitutes a commitment by AVEVA to perform any particular action 
or to deliver any particular product or product features. Readers are cautioned not to place undue 
reliance on these forward-looking statements, which reflect our opinions only as of the date of this 
presentation.  

The Company shall not be obliged to disclose any revision to these forward-looking statements to 
reflect events or circumstances occurring after the date on which they are made or to reflect the 
occurrence of future events.
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linkedin.com/company/aveva 

@avevagroup

ABOUT AVEVA 

AVEVA, a global leader in industrial software, drives digital transformation for industrial organizations 
managing complex operational processes. Through Performance Intelligence, AVEVA connects the 
power of information and artificial intelligence (AI) with human insight, to enable faster and more 
precise decision making, helping industries to boost operational delivery and sustainability. Our 
cloud-enabled data platform, combined with software that spans design, engineering and operations, 
asset performance, monitoring and control solutions delivers proven business value and outcomes to 
over 20,000 customers worldwide, supported by the largest industrial software ecosystem, including 
5,500 partners and 5,700 certified developers. AVEVA is headquartered in Cambridge, UK, with over 
6,000 employees at 90 locations in more than 40 countries. For more details visit: www.aveva.com
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